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The following slides show our last libqual assessment results. As you can see, we 
aren’t meeting our user’s needs in our provision of web services.
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Users don’t feel able to independently navigate and access things on our website.
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As these values were particularly below the adequacy mean (the amount that users 
perceive us as meeting their minimum expectations), we needed to take some drastic 
steps and change things up.
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In addition to these interviews, information was taken from usability tests on e-
books, HSL webpages (the HSL report will be available in September 2016), and OSS 
interactions. This research gave us a broad view of how our users interact with the 
website, particularly when researching or attempting to access library services.

We had to go back to interviews for a new design because usability studies can only 
give us a firm window into what already exists, and what existed wasn’t meeting our 
user’s basic expectations. To get creative, we needed to know how our users 
research, especially online.
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To make these visual designs for the homepage, we took the top reported reasons 
users come to the homepage and emphasized them. We also simplified the interface, 
removing the wall of text phenomenon that users reported during interviews, ebook
usability studies, and HSL web usability studies. We made an effort to reduce jargon 
and promote underused services and features through easy accessibility. 

You may notice certain features need to be accessed a different way, or may require a 
few more clicks to get to. This is in accordance with the latest in usable design best 
practices – as long as the clicks aren’t intensely excessive, most users prefer sensible 
click-throughs and hierarchies to an overload of information. (UX Myths, 
http://uxmyths.com/post/654026581/myth-all-pages-should-be-accessible-in-3-
clicks) 

The new webpages will undergo usability testing in Winter term of 2017, which will 
inform further changes and fixes taking place in Summer 2017.
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